Police Seize Over 2.7 tons of Narcotics

Drug combat squads seized a large amount of narcotic in cities with traffickers along the eastern borders over the past two months, a senior anti-narcotics official announced on Saturday.

"In a series of operations in the eastern parts of the country, over 2.7 tons of different types of narcotics were seized from drug traffickers in the last two months," Undersecretary-General of the Anti-Drug Headquarters for international affairs General Bahman Nei-rouz said. He noted that losses in the tone of 648 tons were inflicted on the drug traffickers in the last two months of operations, Fars News Agency reported.

Iran Eastern borders Afghanistan, which is often used to bring drugs to the capital city of Kabul, the second largest city of the country, has been a major source of the drug trafficking in Iran and is prone to frequent earthquakes, many of which have been devastating.

IrGC Commander Dismisses Enemy Threats

A senior military commander downplayed the enemies’ threats against Iran, accusing them of failing to stop their operations.

"We have extended our security borders to the East Mediterranean and even to East Malaysia," Defense Minister Brigadier General Ahmad Vahidi said. He added that the enemies know well that it will vanish if it launches a military strike against Iran, Press TV reported on Saturday.

The US, Israel and some of their allies have repeatedly accused Iran of pursuing non-civilian objectives in its nuclear program, with the Israeli regime repeatedly threatening to attack Iran’s nuclear facilities based on the unfounded allegations.

Iran rejects the allegation over its nuclear energy program, reporting the US for imposing such threats ordered by the US Senate to stop its operations.

"Today, despite sanctions, economic pressure, psychological warfare and cultural invasion, Islamic Iran is prevailing, and the people of this land will not allow the enemy to rejoice in creating crises," the IRGC commander pointed out.

He noted that Iran would achieve victory against the enemies under the guidance of Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyyed Ali Khamenei.

"Iran is today strengthened and its military power is not only a weapon of war but also a weapon of peace," Vahidi said. He added that the Iranian mine-sweeping experts are prepared to provide assistance to other countries in mine-sweeping experiences and expertise with other countries.

Vahidi also said Iran is ready to exchange mine sweeping experiences and expertise with other countries.

"Iran sited astride several major faults in the earth’s crust and has a highly sophisticated earthquake resistance system," he said.

"All countries in the region and the world should learn from the earthquake resistance system," the defense minister added.

On Sunday, five Iranian and three foreign actors died in a gas explosion in a suburb of the central city of Qom, Fars News Agency reported.

Nuclear Program Dismissed

Iran’s nuclear program also came up for discussion during the meeting of Iran’s and India’s foreign ministers.

"The Islamic Republic of Iran is ready to expand economic cooperation with India in various fields," an MKO member said.

"We do not know Persian and Arabic, and only speak English, the defect-

eur of the base," the ex-MKO member who spoke on condition of anonymity. Khurshid earlier called on Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad to create a second road to Syria for the transport of pilgrims and goods, the IRNA reported.
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